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Subject: Docket ID NRC-2009-0380, Comments on Office of New Reactors; Interim Staff
Guidance on Ensuring Hazard-Consistent Seismic Input for Site Response and Soil Structure
Interaction Analysis

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments on the subject proposed Interim Staff
Guidance (ISG). The comments focus on the issue of deriving foundation input response spectra
for use in soil structure interaction (SSI) analysis consistent with the site response used in the
site-specific ground motion response spectrum development, issue #2 under the Purpose section
of the proposed ISG (no comments are provided related to issues #1, 3 and 4). The comments
are motivated by the observation that several of the terms and approaches being recommended in
the proposed ISG are also being discussed and potentially incorporated into the American
Society of Civil Engineers Standard 4, Seismic Analysis of Safety-Related Nuclear Structures
and Commentary (ASCE 4), While NRC is not obligated to address issues of relevance to ASCE
4, the fact remains that NRC ISGs and Standard Review Plans strongly influence what is
incorporated in ASCE 4. Thus, it is important that NRC provide adequate, specific guidance on
these important topics if they are to be used for nonreactor nuclear facility design,

The following comments address site response methodology and ensuring proper
sequencing and integration between site response and SSL Additional comments are provided
on the terminology being used in the draft ISG.

Site Response Methodology

The NRC draft ISG assumes that there is adequate guidance to perform site response
analysis to support derivation of the site surface Uniform Hazard Spectra or Ground Motion
Response Spectra. As discussed below, this assumption is not supportable.

The procedures used to execute probabilistic seismic response analyses are generally
those found in Section 6 of NUREG/CR-6728 Technical Basis for Revision ofRegulatory
Guidance on Design Ground Motions: Hazard and Risk Consistent Ground Motion Spectra
Guidelines, October 2001. Review of NUREG/CR-6728 indicates that while multiple
computational approaches were developed, more work is needed to ensure that certain
approaches (for example site response Approach 2B) produce adequate soil motions. It is not
clear whether this additional work has been done.
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More fundamentally, the approach used to derive site response soil profiles (the
randomization approach) has not been demonstrated as acceptable or adequate. While Section
4.2 and Appendix E of Regulatory Guide 1.208, A Performance Based Approach to Define the
Site-Specific Earthquake Ground Motion, provides general guidance related to site response
analysis, specific guidance and criteria for creating randomized soil profiles has not been
developed.

For many, if not most, soil sites there is nothing random about the depositional
environment that created the deposit. While there is soil property and measurement variability,
little guidance is available to ensure that site characterization investigations provide adequate
data to quantify this variability for use in site response analysis, and to defend that the derivation
of random soil profiles replicates actual measured data for well characterized sites. No criteria
are defined to judge the acceptability of randomized profiles, and profiles created may not be
consistent with the known physical conditions at the site. This problem is particularly acute for
shallow soils or soil sites that have shear wave velocity inversions or reversals.

Accurately creating soil profiles is a multi-variant problem requiring appropriate
consideration of many factors including the total thickness of the soil, the nature and thickness of
soil layering, the low strain properties of the layers, the strain dependent properties of the layers,
the correlation between layers including layer-to-layer contrasts, the properties of the underlying
bedrock, and the shear wave velocity contrast between the soil and the underlying bedrock.
Simple models for creating "random" soil profiles (such as randomizing the shear wave velocity
of each layer in a systematic fashion) are likely to result in inappropriate site response if they do
not properly reflect this multi-variant problem, To correct for this deficiency, NRC should
define acceptance criteria for the derivation and review of site response soil profiles, particularly
if randomization of soil profiles is required.

Finally, the NRC Office of Research should be requested to support efforts to improve
site response approaches. The approach used to derive site response soil profiles should be
validated against sites that have the best empirical recorded strong motion data at both the
surface and down-hole locations. This validation would result in more confidence that the site
response soil profile approach replicates, to a first order, actual site response, testing the concern
that the current approach may overly smooth out actual soil amplification (eliminating peaks and
thus reducing amplitudes within the amplified region of response) given how each of the
randomized profiles axe created and averaged together.

Ensuring Proper Sequencing and Intemration Between Site Response and Soil-Structure
Interaction

The challenge in ensuring proper sequencing and integration between site response and
SSI stems from the fact that one approach is probabilistic (PSHA) representing a global site issue
while the other approach is deterministic (SSI) representing a local foundation embedment issue.
This challenge is compounded by the fact that the Ground Motion Response Spectra (GMRS)
and Foundation Input Response Spectra (FIRS) are explicitly defined as performance-based
ground motion response spectra at a global site level, but are expected to produce consistent
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input for the foundation embedment SSI issue at the local level. In general, the draft ISG
obscures this distinction (global site versus local foundation) resulting in confusing guidance that
is difficult to understand and follow.

While there is merit to defining FIRS, to avoid confusion the definition should be
consistent with how this motion is considered in SSI, as a free field surface motion or foundation
level in-layer motion. Defining FIRS as a "SHAKE" type outcrop motion neither benefits the
understanding of foundation level ground motions nor is actually used by SSI. There are no
known PSHA limitations that would preclude the development of in-layer motions at any
elevation consistent with the NRC's "performance based approach" presuming that the site
response issues discussed above are adequately addressed. The free-field in-layer performance-
based ground motions would be quantified along with the free field surface motions commonly
calculated in a PSHA.

The question then becomes what is appropriate for design (the local foundation
embedment problem). Site-specific SSI analysis typically requires consideration of 3 or more
strain iterated site column profiles resulting in 3 or more motions at the foundation level (see
NRC SRP or ASCE 4) - the first question is whether the current approach to defining the strain
iterated site column profiles needs to be adjusted. The answer to this question needs to consider
how the results of SSI are to be used - the results are typically enveloped. This is appropriate
for design. Presuming that the current approach is continued, the draft ISG appropriately
requires that the SSI site column profiles be based on the PSHA site response analysis - but
from a global site perspective there should be no expectation that these 3 or more profiles are
anything other than local responses selected for design and the motions from these 3 or more
profiles are not easily compared to either the GMRS or FIRS.

Given this understanding, SSI input motions would either be defined at the surface or
some in-layer location such as the soil-rock interface, or for very deep (1,000's of feet) soil sites
at some competent layer interface. To appreciate which of these options are most appropriate,
additional generic site response studies should be completed to understand how in-layer motions
are influenced by the choice of the site response starting point. For now, SSI input motions (the
local design issue) should be appropriate performance-based design motions defined for bedrock
or competent soil conditions (for very deep, >> 1,000 feet, soil sites) with the 3 or more strain
iterated profiles extracted from the PSHA. The PSHA would also derive free field surface
motions for the global site (GMRS) and free field in-layer motions at the foundation level. The
average of the 3 or more motions that are used in the SSI should be checked against the mean
free field and in-layer spectra as a site response check for consistency.

Terminology considerinethe issues discussed abovel

The basic terms and concepts have become unnecessarily complex, Currently, SSI
analysis can define input motions at either the surface or in-layer locations (any location within
the soil profile at and above the assumed geologic halfspace (typically bedrock)). Site response
analysis can define free field motions at the surface, in-layer, or outcrop locations, with surface
locations being the common usage. In site response applications the common usage of the term
"outcrop"' considers the full effect of the soil profile consistent with software such as SHAKE.
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While there are situations at some sites where soil layers are removed or replaced locally, the site
response analysis commonly produces free field surface motions based on appropriate
considerations of modeling strain compatible behavior for the virgin soil. There is no need to
create complex terminology to address these situations. The term "outcrop" should be reserved
to be consistent with the usage in software such as SHAKE.

Definitions within the proposed ISG complicate this common usage resulting in unnecessary
debate regarding how site response should be properly integrated with SSI. These definitions
include:

Geologic outcrop - there is no need for this term. All site response analyses
should be required to provide free-field surface motions, For sites that will remove
or replace soil locally, guidelines should be established to ensure that the free-field
surface motions properly consider relevant factors such as selection of the free-field
datum and consideration of confinement on assessing strain compatible properties.
Using the term "free-field outcrop motions" to represent surface motions is
confusing.

" Ground Motion Response Spectra - should only be defined as free-field surface
motions irrespective of whether for certain sites, soil will be removed and replaced
locally. All other surface based definitions should be deleted.

" Foundation Input Response Spectra - the definition provided states that FIRS is
the starting point for conducting an SSI analysis, and complicates this application
by defining FIRS as free-field outcrop spectra. FIRS should be defined on a global
siteba-sis as an in-layer motion and should not be the starting noint for conducting
an SSI analysis - for now the starting point for conducting an SSI analysis (a local
embedment consideration) should be the soil/rock interface, or for very deep (>>
1,000 feet) soil sites at a competent (Vs > 2,000 feet per second) soil layer
boundary.


